TESDA-SOP-QSO-13-F07
Reference. No.
SELF ASSESSMENT GUIDE
Qualification:

CONSTRUCTION PAINTING NC II

Units of Competency
covered:






Prepare tools, painting materials and equipment
Prepare surface for painting
Perform painting works
Perform re-touching works

Instruction:
 Read each of the questions in the left-hand column of the chart.
 Place a check in the appropriate box opposite each question to indicate your
answer.
Can I?

YES

NO

Prepare tools, painting materials and equipment



Secure and interpret scope of work from appropriate personnel
and/or working drawings *
Identify appropriate PPE in line with job requirements and
OSHA specifications *



Identify painting materials *



Select tools and equipment *

Prepare surface for painting



Assemble access equipment consistent with detailed plans and
manufacturer’s specifications *
Inspect surfaces in line with job requirements and standard
operating procedures *



Check foreign matters according to job requirements *



Use appropriate PPE according to job requirements *



Submit inspection report to appropriate personnel according to
job requirements
Follow safety and maintenance procedures according to job
requirements *
Perform surface preparation in accordance with job
specifications and manufacturer ‘s recommendations *





Observe proper used of tools in line with job requirements *
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Respond to unexpected situations according to company rules
and regulations *
Clean and keep worksite in safe state and in accordance with
OSHA regulations *
Test conditions and nature of existing surface in accordance
with relevant standards *
Identify potential hazards and uses correct procedures to reduce
risks in accordance with manufacturer recommendations and
job specifications *

Perform painting works



Apply paint materials in sequence and in accordance with job
requirements and manufacturer’s recommendations *
Make final checks to ensure that work conforms with instructions
and requirements *



Rectify paint faults if applicable *



Prepare completion report and submit to appropriate personnel *



Dismantle and store access equipment in conformity with
procedures and manufacturer’s specifications *
Manage waste materials as per manufacturer’s specifications
and government regulations *




Observe safety in line with industry requirements *



Clean and keep worksite in safe state in line with OSHA
regulations *

Perform re-touching works



Detect causes of defects through observation of the existing
paint and familiarity with the environment *
Recommend corrective measures based on the nature and type
of defects *



Identify paint materials, tools and equipment *



Prepare and complete report as to required specifications *



Prepare existing paints according to job requirements/ owner’s
specifications *



Prepare materials and tools according to job requirements *



Select and use appropriate PPE according to OSHA
specifications *



Apply paint materials in line with job requirements *



Observe proper tool usage is in line with manufacturer's
specifications *
Clean and keep worksite in safe state in line with OSHA
regulations *
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Deal with unexpected situations in line with company rules and
regulations *
Dismantle and store access equipment in conformity with
procedures and manufacturer’s specifications *
Manage waste materials as per manufacturer’s specifications
and government regulations *
Observe safety in line with industry requirements *



Clean and keep worksite in safe state in line with OSHA
regulations *
I agree to undertake assessment in the knowledge that information gathered will only be
used for professional development purposes and can only be accessed by concerned
assessment personnel and my manager/supervisor.
Date:

Candidate’s Name & Signature
NOTE: *Critical Aspects of Competency
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